Through a diverse set of programs and events, the Rohatyn Center for Global Affairs (RCGA) reaches across boundaries of language, culture, and geography to engage students’ capacity for rigorous analysis and independent thought in a rapidly changing world.
First-year Scholars
Professional Workshops
Engage with Experts
Global related Events
Weekly Lunch Discussions
Rohatyn Global Scholars
Rohatyn Global Scholars and Interns 2022-23
Post first-year Fellows
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Faculty Fellows

Six Thematic Areas

Explore Career Options

Visiting Experts

Event Participation
Thematic Programs

Six thematic programs: led by RCGA Faculty Fellows - presentations and discussions on a range of global topics

- **GLOBAL ECONOMICS**
- **GLOBAL HEALTH AND MEDICINE**
- **GLOBAL AND INTERNATIONAL HISTORY**
- **GLOBAL TRENDS IN AUTOCRACY AND DEMOCRACY** (Supported by the Cangiano Family Fund)
- **POWER, WEALTH AND GLOBAL POLITICAL ECONOMY**
- **SECURITY AND GLOBAL AFFAIRS**
SAMPLING

THEMATIC PROGRAM EVENTS
Rohatyn Student Advisory Board:
internships - student only "Hot Topics" lunch discussions -
Middlebury Journal of Global Affairs
Global Affairs Career Exploration and Mentoring Trek
Washington, DC

Spring Break 2023
ROHATYN CENTER FOR GLOBAL AFFAIRS

PODCAST SERIES

Discussions on global and international topics

NEW FRONTIERS

RCGA@Middlebury College

AVAILABLE ON MAJOR STREAMING PLATFORMS
EP 8  "Why we need Environmental Justice"
with environmentalist Kemi Fuentes-George

EP 7  "Whatever Happened to "Essential" Workers"
with labor sociologist Jamie McCallum

EP 6  "Understanding Slavery in Medieval China"
with historian Don Wyatt

EP 5  "Why Did Turkish Democracy Collapse?"
with political scientist Sebnem Gumuscu

Rohatyn Center for Global Affairs Podcast Series
EP 4: "What to Do about Cosmic Garbage"
with economist Akhil Rao

EP 3: "What Made Russians Skeptics about Democratic Capitalism?"
with economist Will Pyle

EP 2: "China and the American Right"
with historian Joyce Mao

EP 1: "Should Corporations Govern Global Food Systems?"
with food studies expert Molly Anderson

Rohatyn Center for Global Affairs Podcast Series